” THE BEAT GOES ON & ON & ON
There have been many music artists that have that dance floor sound and one of the music
artists that I’ve recently discovered is a lady named Kim Cameron and side Fx and the album is
called “No Regrets. with this album Kim has an eclectic beat that is reminiscent of dance floor
pop slash techno pop and mixed with a little Euro pop. With the first track called “Drive Kim
and side Fx bring in the mix of dance floor sounds in and it really gets your booty movin’ with
the consistent beat. The next song brings in that sound again and Kims vocals keep up with the
rhythm and matches just right. As I listened I heard more of a dance floor Madonna in style but
Kim brings in her elements that really makes me want to get up and dance your heart away into
the night. Kim has a flavor and all her music has a sound that in my opinion Kim is an excited
dance floor diva and really makes the earth shake with her tremendous dance mixing going on
throughout the album. With the song called “Rolling Stone”Kim has a beat that makes the grade
and was really enjoyable as I listened on and on. “Play it Again’ Kim maintains a sound that is
right on and catchy and flavorful and not noisy just lots of beats per minute throughout. The
album plays on and on in my mind where I didn’t need to have a disc jockey shuffling my music
cause song after song they blend in just right and is very appealing . “blind Love is that song that
is consistent with the flavorful dance floor sound that really kept that beat moving and a
groovin’. The next track called ‘forever” Kim and Side Fx really bring the definition of dance
tracks to a maximum and is really great. “next To You” is yet another reason to keep the album
playing cause this album is non stop music back to back and Kim’s vocals just add that appeal
that is smooth and polished and fit like a glove within the music mix. as I listened to this album
the next track called “Carnival of Baggage ” Kim and Side Fx slows down the tempo a little to get
sultry but remains a contending song on the album chalked with hit after hit. The song “Never”
Kim and Side Fx keep that smooth sailing feel and pulse that rocks you to the core with that
consistent beat. With the rest of the album Kim and Side Fx remix all the songs and brings in the
tempo to it’s ultimate and really made my feeling of the album a good one and Kim has got a
sound that is matched with the mix. I really enjoyed it and I have not been on a dance floor in
almost 20 years but with this wonderful dance euro pop dance floor mix by Kim Cameron & Side
Fx made me wish there was a dance floor to go out and strut and bounce to the grooves on this
superbly produced and mixed album. I thank Kim for her allowing me to be exposed to her
wonderful musical talents & look forward to hearing more from her and perhaps maybe I’ll be
on the dance floor and be able to shake & groove to her incredible dance floor mix.
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